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officials in the Government, are amazingly ill-informed of American
public opinion, and I am all in favour of anything that will enlighten
them.
In this connection I gave photostats of some of the more
impressive editorials from outstanding American newspapers, includ-
ing Walter Lippmann's article of October 8, to our go-between to
suggest to Mr. Y. that he show them to his contacts. Later I was
informed that those editorials had been translated to several of the
higher officials, who had expressed astonishment at their lack of
information regarding the American attitude. This, I think, is
thoroughly healthy procedure.
My analysis may be summarized as follows :
Mr. Y.'s attitude and his wish to go to the United States represent
the almost despairing cry of those in Japan who realize the dangerous
policies now being followed by the Government and the ultimate
disaster to which those policies may lead. Yet his attitude in believing
that his " plan " would immediately improve our relations indicates
a basic misconception of the position of the American Govern-
ment and people. He and his associates cannot understand that
we are not to be swayed by mere expediency and that our position
is based upon principles deeply embedded in the American creed.
It is to be questioned whether any great number of Japanese are
temperamentally capable of grasping those basic facts. In their
conception there is little comprehension or logic, for their views have
been shaped over a long period of time by their controlled and
chauvinistic press. They interpret our policy as a blind adherence
to allegedly obsolete legalistic concepts, a selfish determination to
obstruct Japan's reasonable expansion, and an arbitrary resistance
to any alteration in the status quo.
These Japanese continually maintain that just beneath the surface
there exists a great body of moderate opinion in Japan ready to
einerge and to wrest control from the extremists if supported by
some practical gesture of friendship from the United States, and they
find it hard to understand why the American people feel that it is
now up to Japan to take the initiative in any such gesture.
It is true that a large element of such moderate opinion exists
in Japan, but unfortunately that element is just as powerless and
inarticulate now as ever. The Konoye Government, which for a
time was very shaky, has been considerably strengthened by the
inclusion of Baron Hiranuma and by the publicly expressed support
of the Ministers of War and Navy. From present circumstances
we believe that when the present Government is overturned there
is every likelihood that it will be followed by other Governments
with the same determination to follow the course already mapped
out, namely, to secure for Japan the position in " greater East Asia
including the South Seas " to which she considers herself entitled
as a result of her growth as a first-class power in the modern world,
territorially and economically restricted as she is.

